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Power Rating

Transmitting Frequency

THD

S/N

Speaker Parameter

Battery

Product Size

Product Weight

PO = 2W

20HZ-20KHZ

< 1%

≥ 90DB

4Ω 2W diameter 28mm

3.7V / 220mAh

Ф34X29.5mm

35g

Specification:



1 Speaker

2. Micro USB port

3. Power button

4 Power on indicator 

5. Microphone 

U Speakers
MICRO Manual

U speaker instructions:

Play - Turn on the speaker by pressing the power button for a few 
seconds until you hear a sound indicator and the blue lights come 
on. Turn on the device you wish to pair with the U speaker and 
activate the Bluetooth function. Search for Bluetooth pairing name 
“Uspeaker” and click to pair. The speaker will pair automatically. 

Camera remote control - To take a photo, open your camera app 
and click once on the power button of your U speaker. The selfie 
remote control will work with most social media or camera apps. 
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Charging - When the battery needs to be charged, you will hear a 
sound indicator that will let you know to plug it in. To charge the 
device, simply use the included micro USB cable and wait until the 
red light turns off. This will indicate that the device is fully charged.

Fix a disabled key board – If you experience that your keyboard has 
been disabled on your device while connected to the U speaker, 
double click the power button on your speaker to re-enable your 
keyboard.

Pair two speakers for stereo surround sound - Prior to pairing, go to 
your bluetooth settings and select “forget device” on any Uspeaker 
that shows in range. Next, turn both speakers on and double click on 
the back button of one of the two Micro speakers. You will hear a 
sound indicating that the speakers are paired. The one you double 
clicked on will be your main speaker and will have a blinking light 
underneath. Go to your Bluetooth settings to find the speaker under 
the name “Uspeaker” and connect it. You should only have one 
Uspeaker connected to your device, the second speaker is paired to 
the first and it will pick up the signal. Now you can play your music 
and enjoy your stereo surround sound. You can take a selfie picture 
with your main speaker. 

* If you are using a device that has been previously paired to a 
different U speaker, it is necessary to choose “Forget this Device” in 
your Bluetooth settings before the pairing process. After the first pairing 
of 2 micros, the speakers will pair automatically anytime they are 
turned on, as long as the Bluetooth settings have not been changed.


